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Evil Data



Goal of this talk: 
- Make playtests more valuable 

- Make playtests easier to organise



What is Evil Data? 
Avoid Evil Data? 

Organise playtests?



‘QA’ 
is not the same as  

‘playtesting’

















Evil Data 

Playtest results that are 
distracting, unclear, or misleading.



Where Evil Data comes from  
and how to avoid it?



1. (Physical) location









Playtest in a setting 
that fits your game



2. People



[stock photo of wonderful nerds]





It’s easy to miss 
bottlenecks entirely 

depending on who’s testing.



People are different; 
playtest with everyone.



coworkers 
other game developers 

into-games friends 
not-into-games friends 

family 
young / old 

people from different cultural backgrounds 
fans / online community 

etc.



3. Your introduction



“Okay, so, [game] is a…”



Don’t tell people what to do. 
Don’t explain the story. 

Don’t explain what’s missing. 
Don’t explain the controls. 
Don’t explain the interface. 

Don’t explain anything.



Do tell people the game isn’t done yet.



4. Surface Problems





Surface Problems 

obvious & neglected



Make every playtest about the 
experience as a whole.



5. Game





Make 1-minute changes 
 in between builds.



6. What testers say



bla bla bla bla bla





Second hand information 
can be a huge distraction.



Filter feedback, always.



7. Surveys



What do you think of level 3? 
★☆☆☆☆



What do you think of level 3? 
“I didn’t like level 3 because it was 

too difficult. I would make John 
easier to find.” 



vs



No surveys. No questionnaires. Ever.



8. Online playtesting



Written feedback from 
online playtests: don’t.











How to organise playtests  
with minimal effort?



Playtest v0.1 through v1.0. 
(not just v0.8 and v0.9)





Playtesting overhead



implemented major feature / content 
implemented minor features / content 

events



- keeping a spreadsheet of testers,  
- writing a bunch of email templates,  

- putting follow-up dates on my agenda.



Initiate an offline playtest: 
1. send texts or emails.



Initiate online playtests: 
1. send template emails. 

2. set a reminder.





physical playtests: 100% response 

online playtests:  
30% response < 7 days 

+30% response after reminder



Alternative playtesting structures



Playtesting Bounden:  
every other day.



Impromptu Fingle playtests 
at parties



playdev.club



Playtest in the right setting. 
Playtest with everyone. 
Don’t explain anything. 

Always playtest the whole experience. 
Make those 1-minute changes. 

Filter feedback, always. 
No surveys, no questionnaires, ever. 

Try getting gameplay + audio recordings. 
Make email templates & make initiating a playtest easy.
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